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Delicate pastels herald spring and tradition
With exquisite accuracy and the finest craftsmanship, Lyngby Porcelain creates a series of Easter eggs in
delicate pastels – as perfect as the first buds of spring.

A sense of tradition and the atmosphere of spring spread throughout the home with new porcelain eggs in
delicate pastel shades from Lyngby Porcelæn's Rhombe collection – perfect for hanging on branches freshly
cut from the garden. These exquisite eggs are a beautiful invitation to a festive meal and to spring. Made of
glazed porcelain with colour-matched silk ribbons, these ornaments are particularly striking, in contrast to
the unvarnished naturalness of branches in a vase.
The Rhombe eggs are part of a colour universe that embraces spring's bright and lively pastels – with shades
of delicate green, lavender and soft yellow that add a bold colour scheme to the home completing the

ambience of spring. These new, distinctive pastels introduce an exciting, feminine palette and reflect some
of the year's most notable colour trends for seasonal interior design. With their soft colour scheme, the eggs
can be enjoyed long beyond the Easter festivities.
The design of the egg references the rhombus pattern of Lyngby Porcelæn's classic Christmas baubles. The
pattern first appeared in 1961 and has been a paradigm of classic craftsmanship ever since. As always,
craftsmanship and accuracy are highly valued and it takes a total of three months to produce these elegant
eggs – from being shaped to hand-cast, glazed, fired and finally closely quality checked.
The decorative eggs are beautiful displayed alone or in a group – bringing a charming, modern touch to a
window or hanging from delicate, bud-filled branches. The Rhombe eggs can easily adorn spring branches
well into May – especially if you "hack" the refined design by replacing the elegant silk ribbon with a leather
cord, for example.
Rhombe Easter egg, H: 7 cm, comes in four colours: White, Soft Yellow, Soft Green and Lavender and are
priced at EUR 18.00 piece (RRP)
Rhombe Easter eggs will be available from the beginning of February.
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